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Chain Link Fence Accessories 
 

Objective:  By mastering this lesson, you will be able to complete a chain link fence 

installation including the accessories.  

 

Equipment:  2ea. come-a-longs, pliers, bolt cutters, chop saw or hand saw, wire rake for 

the appropriate height wire, speed wrench with ½” socket, barb wire dog, T-bar, and 

hammer.  

 

Key Questions: 

1. How do I install a brace and truss? 

2. How do I install a brace and truss with top tension wire? 

3. How do I install top or bottom tension wire? 

4. How do I install barbwire? 

5. How do I install razor wire? 

6. What are the most common safety obstacles to overcome when installing 

these accessories? 

 

How do I install a brace and truss?  A 

brace and truss provides structural support 

in preventing the terminal post from being 

pulled over during and after stretching the 

chain link fabric.  By anchoring at the base 

of the terminal post footing, the truss rod 

can be tightened to pull the brace rail back 

against the terminal post.  Thus, 

countering the tension placed on the 

terminal post from the fabric.  To install a 

brace and truss: 

1. At the mid height of the 

terminal post, install an end 

band with a rail end attached.  

Face the open end of the rail 

end toward the first line post. 

2. At the mid height of the first 

line post, install an end band 

and rail end.  Face the open end 

of the rail end toward the terminal post.  Make sure that the hole at the back of 

the rail end is at the bottom on both rail ends.  

3. With the two rail ends pointed at each other, measure from inside of rail end 

cup to inside of rail end cup.  Make sure that this dimension is accurate.  If the 

rail is cut short, it will cause the two posts to be drawn out of plumb when you 

apply tension on the truss rod.   

4. Cut the rail and install between the terminal post and first line post as shown.   
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5. Place an end band at the base of the terminal 

post.  Make sure that this band is as close to 

the ground as possible, leaving no space from 

the band to the top of the footing.  If the band 

is too high on the post; when tension is applied 

on the truss rod, it will cause the terminal post 

to be pulled out of plumb. 

6. Place a truss rod brace at the end band located 

at the base of the post.  The long leg of the 

truss rod brace is installed in between the end 

band with the shorter leg pointing away from 

the fabric.  Angle the brace toward the line post end of the brace rail.  

7. Remove the nut from the truss rod.  Slide the rod through the truss rod brace 

with the majority of the threads above the truss 

rod brace, leaving you plenty of threads for 

tightening.  Line the other end of the rod up with 

the rail end at the line post side.  Mark the rod at 

the rail end.  

8. Now bend the rod to a 30 degree angle at the 

mark.   

9. Slide the bent end of the truss rod into the back 

of the rail end and into the brace rail.  Slide the 

threaded end of the truss rod into the truss rod 

brace.   

10. Again, make sure that there is plenty of thread 

above the truss rod brace for tightening.   

11. If the threads extend too far below the truss rod 

brace, you may have to re-bend your rod.  

12. Install the nut on the truss rod and tighten until the terminal post begins to 

move.  Tighten the nut to where the terminal post is slightly out-of-plumb.   

13. Do not attempt to tighten the 

truss rod after the fabric has 

been stretched.  You may strip 

the treads on the rod.  

 

How do I install a brace and truss with top 

tension wire?  When using top tension wire 

in lieu of top rail, you will locate the brace 

rail one foot below the height of the fence.  

It is absolutely critical that you pre-tension 

the brace and truss to where it begins to pull 

the terminal post slightly out-of-plumb.  

Top tension wire places a significant 

amount of tension on the terminal post so 

do not attempt to tension the truss rod after 

stretching the top tension wire and fabric.  
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How do I install top or bottom tension wire?  Tension wire is manufactured from 

spring steel which means that it has a considerable amount of resistance to bending or 

stretching.  Thus, when you cut the banding on the spool, be sure that you have the 

spool firmly in your grasp.  If not, the spool will quickly become unraveled and 

tangled to a point that you will not be able to use the materials.  Also, it poses a real 

safety issue with the end of the spool spinning around.  Be sure that you have safety 

glasses and gloves on.   

 

1. Locate the spool at the far end of the stretch.  Lay it on 

the ground and cut the banding.   

2. With the end of the spool firmly in your grasp, slowly 

pull the wire along the inside of the fence line to the 

other terminal post while another installer keeps 

constant pressure and control on the spool, never letting 

out of his control.   

3. Install an end band at the base of the terminal post.  The 

ears of the band pointed to the other terminal post.   

4. With your pliers, bend a one foot section of tension wire 

around the nut and bolt located in the end band.  Wrap the tension wire around 

itself with tightly wound loops at least four times.  It is important that you don’t 

leave loose loops around the wire because when tension is applied the wire may 

come unraveled.   

5. Make sure that you leave at least a one foot section to wrap around the wire.  

Tension wire is so rigid that unless you have a good piece of wire to get a hold of 

while wrapping, you will quickly become frustrated.  Cut away any tails.  

6. At the other end of the stretch, pull the spool past the terminal post and estimate 

how much wire you will need to complete the stretch.  Cut the wire.   

7. Place and end band at the base of the terminal post.   

8. Pull the tension wire taut by hand along the fence line.  Place your wire dog 

approximately ten feet from the terminal post.   

9. Wrap the cable end of your come-a-long around the base of the terminal post 

above the end band.   

10. Place the fixed end of the come-a-long into the eye of the wire dog.   

11. Keeping constant pressure on the cable, crank the come-a-long until the wire is 

taut.   

12. A common mistake in stretching tension wire is stretching it too tight.  Most 

tension wire has a natural crimp.  That crimp should remain visible after 

completing the installation.  Do not attempt to stretch the crimp out of the wire.   

13. Cut your tension wire and attach to the end band located at the base of the 

terminal post.  

14. At every line post, tie the tension wire to the line post with a fence tie.   

 

If installing top tension wire, you will thread the wire through the loop caps.  With top 

tension wire, it is very easy to over stretch the wire and pull the terminal post out-of-

plumb.  This is not always noticeable when stretching.  It commonly occurs after the 
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fence is complete.  So, do not assume that since the terminal post is still plumb that you 

have not over stretched the wire.  Only stretch the tension wire to the point that it does 

not sag and you have placed tension on the crimps.  

 

How do I install barbwire? Unlike tension wire, 

barbwire is manufactured from mild steel materials.  

The spring in barbwire comes from the twisting of 

two 12 ½ gauge wires around each other, completing 

five twist per foot.  When the wire is stretched it 

causes the twists to bind, thus creating a spring like 

action.  Like tension wire, be careful when cutting 

loose the barbwire roll.  Again, it will want to unravel 

and tangle so firmly keep it in your grasp.  Barbwire 

has either two point or four point barbs every 4” or 5” 

respectively.  Consequently, it has a tremendous 

capacity to cut and harm.  Be sure that you are 

wearing safety glasses and gloves, keeping control of 

the materials at all times.  

 

1. Having already installed the barbwire arms when 

stretching the fence, you will have already determined if 

the barbwire is to go in, out or vertical.  If this is not 

clearly shown on your plans, specifications or proposal, 

obtain this information before preceeding with installing 

the arms.  

2. Install three end bands on each terminal post.  Evenly 

spaced and with the ears pointed down the fence line, 

tighten the bands.  

3. Locate the spool at the far end of the stretch.  Cut the 

banding.  You may use a stationary barbwire spooler to 

spin-out the barbwire as you pull the barbwire along the 

fence line.  Or you may walk along the fence line allowing 

the barbwire to spool-out as 

you walk.  

4. Either way, slowly pull the 

barbwire along the inside of 

the fence line to the other 

terminal post. 

5. With your pliers, bend a six 

inch section of barbwire 

around the nut and bolt located in the end band.  

Start with the lower end band.  Wrap the barbwire 

around itself with tightly wound loops at least four 

times.  It is important that you don’t leave loose 

loops around the wire because when tension is 
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applied the wire may come unraveled.  Cut away any tails.  

6. At the other end of the stretch, pull the spool past the terminal post and estimate 

how much wire you will need to complete the stretch.  Cut the wire.   

7. Pull the barbwire taut by hand along the fence line.  Place your wire dog 

approximately ten feet from the terminal post.   

8. Wrap the cable end of your come-a-long the terminal post above the end band.   

9. Place the fixed end of the come-a-long into the eye of the wire dog.   

10. Keeping constant pressure on the cable, crank the come-a-long until the barbwire 

is taut.   

11. A common mistake in stretching barbwire is stretching it too tight.  When 

stretching the wire, there will remain a considerable amount of sag in the wire 

when stretched from terminal post to terminal post.  This is to be expected.   

12. Cut your barbwire and attach to the end band.  Then remove the come-a-long.  

13. Using your fence pliers, gently twist the wire at each barbwire arm to get the wire 

into the angled slot.  Do not over twist thus causing the wire to pop-out.  

14. Repeat this for the remaining two stretches.   

 

When stretching short stretches, use a T-bar in lieu of a 

come-a-long and wire dog.   

1. Pull the wire taut past the terminal post.   

2. Leaving approximately a one foot tail cut the wire.   

3. Thread the wire through the top of the end band and 

down through the hole in the T-bar.  The T-bar should be 

located on the bottom side of the end band.   

4. Twist the T-bar so that the initially turn draws the 

wire toward from the terminal post.  Keep rotating the T-

bar until the wire is tight.   

5. Once tight, turn the T-bar in the opposite direction 

one complete turn to draw the fabric around the bolt.  This will cause 

the wire to spin off the T-bar and allow you to cut a 6” tail.  Be 

careful to not turn too far or to pull T-bar down.  This will cause the 

wire to un-crease at the end band, allowing it to loosen.  

6. Cut the wire and wrap around.   

 

How do I install razor wire?  Razor wire is designed to create 

considerable personal injury.  For that reason, you should be properly 

in-field trained on both its installation and safety.  Some facts to help 

you get started: 

1. Razor wire is a generic term for barbed tape.  There are 

several forms of razor wire.  The most common is known 

as concertina wire.  Concertina wire uses a stainless steel 

tape wrapped around a core wire.  Each complete coil is 

clipped to the adjoining coil.  When stretched, this creates 

a spring-like effect.   

2. Actually, the edge of the barb is not very sharp.  It is the 

needle like point on both ends that creates the dangerous 
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effect.  This is important to know when handling the materials.  It won’t be 

the edge of the barb but the point that sticks you.  

3. Personal safety equipment is required to handle the materials.  Safety glasses 

and a pair of thick forearm high leather gloves.   No loose clothing and long 

sleeves.   

4. To prevent injury, use a slow fluid like motion to grab the materials.  With 

your eyes fixed to your hands and arms, carefully navigate your hands to the 

materials.  When reaching inside of the coils, carefully and slowly navigate 

your arms in and out of the coil.   

5. People most often get injured when pulling their arm out of the materials 

because they have taken their eyes off of the situation and hurriedly move to 

get clear.  With eyes focused, move slow and consciously to navigate yourself 

out of the material.   

6. The second most common injury is a result of not firmly grasping the 

materials, allowing the barbed tape to slid in the palm of your hand and the 

barb to slide into the side of your hand.  Ouch!  At all times, grasp the 

materials firmly in-between the barbs.  Do not let the material slide in your 

hand and do not let it go.  Chances are if you let it go, it will spring back and 

injury you and others.  Hold on! 

7. The third most common injury is too many people trying to work the materials 

at once.  When fixing snags, attaching to the fence or adjoining roll, no one 

should be attempting to stretch or adjust the 

materials.   

 

Before you get started stretching the materials, you should 

have the specifications for installation.  These should 

include: 

1. Material placement.  The materials may be 

installed on the ground, on top of an adjoining 

role, a pyramid, against the fence and on top of 

the fence.  Each installation poses it own unique 

challenges.  

2. Coil spacing.  How far apart are the coils to be 

spaced?  This can be determined by measuring 

from one clip to an adjoining clip.  

Specifications generally require 12” spacing 

with a + 2”variance to this spacing so consistency is important.  

3. Attachments.  How often and what type.  Generally concertina wire is 

attached every foot to the fence and every four feet to an adjoining role.  

Concertina wire is attached with hog rings or stainless steel rebar ties.  The 

rebar ties are used to reduce vibrations but take considerably longer to install.   

 

 

Once you know the location and attachment of the materials, you may begin to install. 

1. Layout your coils along the fence line.  You will need to know how much 

deployment per coil.  This is determined on the coil spacing and number coils 
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per role.  Make sure though that 

you do not locate the coils where 

these can be easily tripped over 

or backed into.  

2. With the coil on its side, remove 

the wire ties and discard.   

3. Firmly hold the coil and place 

along the fence line where you 

are to begin the stretch.  If you do 

not firmly hold the coil, it will 

spring loose.  

4. Allow approximately six coils to 

naturally spring free from the 

spool closest to the starting point.  

Carefully attach these to the 

fence or barbwire at about 6” centers.  

5. If not fence or barbwire, use ground stakes.   

6. Now that the spool is anchored, grab three coils on the other end of the spool.  

With all three firmly in your grasp, spread these apart from the spool about 

one foot, creating hand hold to stretch the materials.  

7. With the three spools firmly in your grasp, begin to stretch the wire along the 

fence line.  Keep some distance from the fence and concertina wire to avoid 

snags.   

8. While pulling the 

materials along the 

fence line, gently 

shake it to break free 

any snags between 

coils.  It is not 

uncommon that one 

barb gets entangled 

with another.  These 

can be separated by 

firmly grasping the 

two coils and pulling the barbs apart and away.  

However, make sure that no one else is moving the 

materials while you correct this snag.   

9. As you pull the concertina wire along the fence line, 

another installer should be assuring the coil spacing is 

consistent by lifting and pulling the materials.   

10. Once the concertina wire is in place, hog ring the ribbon 

to the chain link fabric.  You may have to twist the coil to 

get the ribbon to line up with the chain link weave.  Do 

not attempt to force the coil into the weave with your hog 

ring pliers.  This is a sure way to endure an injury when 
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your pliers slip.  Do not attempt to hog ring over a barb.   

 

What are the most common safety obstacles to overcome when installing these 

accessories? 

Cuts.  Almost all these accessories involve applying tension or resistance on 

materials, thus if the material is allowed to become loose it will spring back to its 

original state.  This means loose ends with sharp barbs are flying uncontrollable 

through the air.  Make sure you have eye protection and gloves on at all times.  Make 

sure you are in control of the installation and keep others out of harm’s way.  

 


